The majority of modern microprocessors are architected to utilize multi-level data caches as a primary optimization to reduce the latency and increase the perceived bandwidth from an application. The spatial and temporal locality provided by data caches work well in conjunction with applications that access memory in a linear fashion. However, applications that exhibit random or non-deterministic memory access patterns often induce a significant number of data cache misses, thus reducing the natural performance benefit from the data cache.
INTRODUCTION
Mainstream modern microprocessor architectures are constructed with the memory systems that consist of multi-level data caches and traditional DDR main memory devices. The native hardware concurrency mechanisms present in the respective micro-architectural implementations only provide a low degree of hardware managed concurrency. Further, these mechanisms are often difficult or entirely not visible from the application layer or instruction set architecture. These mechanisms often promote efficient utilization or near-optimal performance for applications with significant memory reuse or linear memory access patterns.
Conversely, applications generally considered to be dataintensive access memory in irregular and non-deterministic patterns or in strides that exceed the size of modern data caches. Executing this class of application on a traditional micro architecture has the inability to make use of the onchip data caches, resulting in inefficient use of the memory hierarchy. In response to these data-intensive applications, we have developed the GoblinCore-64 (GC64) micro architecture with using a large degree of hardware-managed concurrency coupled to a high bandwidth memory subsystem [1] .
We introduce the GC64 machine hierarchy in Figure 1 . The core machine model and instruction set are based on the RISC-V [2] instruction set architecture. We utilize the three-dimensional stacked memory devices in the form of Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices as the basis for the GC64 main memory. The HMC devices provide uniquely high bandwidth over traditional DDR-based memory units alongside a packetized memory interface. The GC64 system on chip consists of a series of hierarchical hardware modules. Each socket is constructed with one or more GC64 task groups. These task groups are integrated via a net- work on chip interface to four shared on-chip components. The on-chip software-managed scratchpad unit acts as a very high performance, user-mapped storage mechanism for commonly used data. The Atomic Memory Operation (AMO) Unit is responsible for controls queuing, ordering and arbitration of atomic memory operations. The HMC Channel Interface handles the protocol interaction between multiple HMC devices. Finally, the Off Chip Network Interface handles any off chip memory requests that utilize the GC64 memory addressing mechanisms.
In order to make best use of the packetized interface presented by the aforementioned main memory HMC devices, we present a concurrent processing methodology and associated implementation in order to coalesce memory accesses from disparate GC64 cores into the largest potential HMC memory requests. We utilize a parallel [3] , tree-based methodology in order to optimize the process of coalescing disparate read and write requests prior to dispatch HMC requests in a dynamic memory coalescing unit or DMC. This concurrent DMC mechanism maintains the same logic in the memory coalescing unit as before, but further decreases the number of the requests flushed into the hybrid memory cubes. Further, the new approach increases the efficiency of the memory coalescing, especially when coupled to multiple HMC devices or when executing applications whose memory request patterns are unusually non-deterministic.
The contribution of this research study is three-fold:
• Build the tree-based memory coalescing model with the tree logic design for correctly coalescing the memory accesses;
• Construct the architecture for concurrent DMC. Two different parallel algorithms are also designed for the concurrent DMC unit;
• Implement the concurrent DMC and prove the superiority of memory coalescing unit, in the perspective of efficacy through the test applications.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the previous work. Section 3 introduces the concurrent dynamic memory coalescing concept and design. Evaluations and results are discussed in the Section 4. Section 5 discusses relevant work and compares this study with them. We conclude this research and future work in Section 6.
PREVIOUS WORK
Following the release of the open-source, RISC-V instruction set architecture, several research studies have been conducted in order to implement and extend the ISA for applicationspecific workloads. Full VLSI studies [4] and energy efficiency studies have shown that the RISC-V micro architecture is competitive with other RISC-style system on chip designs [5] . As a general-purpose ISA, RISC-V is also used as the vector processor for the DC-DC converter [6] , or extended for threads reallocation in the mixed-criticality systems [7] .
However, there has yet been no previous research on attempting to utilize RISC-V as the basis for a scalable high performance or supercomputing system infrastructure. In response to this, we developed the GC64 architecture as a scalable, flexible and open architecture for efficiently executing data-intensive computing applications and algorithms. As a part of our continued GC64 research efforts, we have extended the core RISC-V simulation infrastructure in order to support our efforts to extend the RISC-V micro architecture with latency-hiding capabilities and a high degree of concurrency. Finally, several previous efforts have focused on understanding the potential performance [8] [9] [10], power [11] and thermal [12] properties of HMC devices as connected to modern core processors or FPGAs. In addition to the core hardware properties of HMC devices, several efforts have focused on understanding the inherent effects of the HMC packetized interface has on certain pathological classes of applications [13] . In addition to examining the existing HMC specification, recent efforts have focused on modeling the potential future HMC logic layer functionality in the form of Custom Memory Cube or CMC operations that stand to significantly increase performance for typical operations such as mutexes, barrier synchronization and pointer chasing [14] [15] [16] .
CONCURRENT DYNAMIC MEMORY CO-ALESCING
In this section, we introduce the design and methodology of concurrent dynamic memory coalescing, including two different concurrent coalescing algorithms, in order to coalesce the memory accesses between the RISC-V cores and Hybrid Memory Cube in GC64 highly efficiently.
Dynamic Memory Coalescing
The dynamic memory coalescing, or DMC, unit found in the GC64 micro architecture consists of several components as shown in Figure 2 . First, the DMC unit is constructed using a small, embedded RISC-V core that implements the basic RISC-V integer instruction set. As such, the DMC operates using a lightweight, embedded microcode library that implements the core DMC methodology.
Next, in order to provide basic simulation and debugging capabilities, we provide a driver interface to the core DMC microcode library. The DMC driver permits us to instantiate the microcode with synthetic memory traces, gather internal statistics of the microcode runtime and print basic debugging information during simulated microcode execution. The DMC is also responsible for the parallel operation of the microcode. We describe the concurrent coalescing algorithms later.
Finally, the DMC infrastructure consists of the request tree manager and the HMC request manager units. The former ingests the incoming memory requests and manages the internal tree state during live microcode operations. The tree management is performed via the rules and methodology set forth in the next sub-section. The latter utilizes the coalesced memory request structures after being flushed by the tree logic to construct the equivalent HMC memory requests in the correct packetized form.
In addition to the core functionality provided by the DMC microcode implementation, the associated library infrastructure and the DMC driver, we also provide basic extensions to the RISC-V functional simulation infrastructure, Spike. The extensions enable us to output native memory tracing from actual application execution and import the traces directly into the DMC driver interface. The DMC driver ingests the request via standard input or static file input.
Once initialized, the DMC driver will ingest the requests into the request-tree manager. The request-tree manager will build and organize the memory requests as a binary tree structure. The request-tree manager maintains three internal binary trees, representing local memory requests, global or off-chip memory requests and atomic memory operation requests. Each of the tree structures maintains a single null node that represents the root of the tree. For each new memory request inserted into the tree, read operations are inserted to the left of the root node and all write operations are inserted to the right of the root node.
The trees are constructed using the form shown in the Figure 3 . Each node in the binary tree contains the following data:
1. Task Operation: Represents the type of requests (read, write AMO) and its associated memory operation size (1,2,4,8 bytes)
2. Task ID: Identifies the source task ID for each specific request 3. Address: The source address of the respective memory request
As requests are individually inserted into the respective request tree, they are sorted according to their source address. As such, the left most leaf node will contain the lowest request address.
As memory requests are inserted, the tree will eventually reach a point of saturation. This occurs when 128 bytes of memory requests are resident within the read or write portion of the tree. The 128 byte limit corresponds to the maximum theoretical memory request size in the HMC 1.0 specification [17] . Additionally, we track the number of insertion cycles that a tree has been active. If we reach a tree saturation or exceed a maximum timeout value, the microcode forces a tree expiration, or the point at which HMC requests are flushed from the coalesced memory requests in the tree.
The HMC requests are defined in a structure which contains:
1. Memory oepration: read or write requests corresponding to HMC request packets 2. Address: the address corresponding to the respective HMC request.
Eventually, the HMC requests will be converted into the HMC request packet [17] which is defined as the structure that consists of request header, request tail, Cube ID, address, and TID.
Coalescing Tree Logic
Given that the GC64 micro architecture lacks inherent data caches as associated with the core memory hierarchy, the memory coalescing provided by the DMC unit is vital to optimizing the access to main memory from the concurrent task units. The HMC packetized request format provides a unique capability in that posting larger memory requests, up to 128 bytes each, significantly reduces the control overhead required to access main memory. As such, coalescing the memory requests from multiple, concurrent task units increases the efficiency of accessing main memory.
Once the tree reaches the condition that triggers the expiration, the most left child will be found as the base address. We traverse the tree in order, checking each subsequent node in order to determine its spatial distance from the previous address. We do so recursively until we find the maximum possible request to inject into one or more HMC devices.
The address of the read requests in the tree may occur in one of the following forms as shown in Figure 4 . In the case a, two requests address are completely consecutive. In the case b, the address of request 2 totally overlaps with request 1, which means the ending address of request 2 is not greater than that of request 1. As shown in the case c, addresses of request 1 and request 2 have an overlap.
The above case a, b and c are considered consecutive occurrences, which can be reduced to a single HMC request if the total read bytes is not greater than 128 bytes. As shown in the case d, the address of two requests are not consecutive, if the distance between the starting address of the request 1 and the ending address of request 2 is not greater than 128 bytes. In this case, request 1 and request 2 can still be formed in one HMC request. Otherwise, these two requests will be separated into two HMC requests. In the event of write requests, cases a, b and c can still be reduced to one HMC request. However, for the case d, if only one HMC request is built, then the intermediate addresses would be modified or poisoned. In order to avoid corrupting the state of memory, we force the algorithm to generate multiple HMC requests. This tree logic will run recursively until it reaches the root or null node. Eventually, the entire tree will be marked as expired, leaving only the root or null node remaining. For example, assume four requests are being handled by the memory coalescing unit:
• Request 1: read 8 bytes at address 0x0000100F
• Request 2: read 16 bytes at address 0x00001018
• Request 3: write 32 bytes at address 0x000010FF
• Request 4: read 16 bytes at address 0x00001008
As shown in the Figure 5 , the binary tree will first insert request 1 at the left side of the root node because request 1 is a read operation. Then insert request 2 as the right children of request 1 following the formation of sorted binary tree. At the third step, request 3 is inserted as the right child of the root as it is a write memory request. Finally, due to the address of request 4 being smaller than request 1, it will be inserted as the left child of request 1. After expiring the binary tree, one HMC read request will be generated, which will read 32 bytes starting at the address 0x00001008, and one HMC write request will be generated, which will write 32 bytes at the base address 0x000010FF.
Concurrent Coalescing Methodology
The previous sub-sections describe the dynamic memory coalescing and the logic of the tree coalescing algorithm. However, applications may attempt to access memory resident in different areas of a single HMC device or across multiple HMC devices, leading to inefficient coalescing as these addresses can be far away from each other and decrease the chance of being coalesced. The fundamental idea of concurrent coalescing is to introduce multiple coalescing units and logic, with each coalescing unit dedicated to handle memory coalescing for a smaller address space (e.g. for one partition in the case of a single HMC device, or for one HMC device in the case of multiple HMC devices), and thus increase the chance and efficiency of memory coalescing. For instance, let us assume an instruction as below:
Let n equal to the value of
Since n can be a totally random number, the memory accesses can be in different HMC devices or different partitions of one HMC. The addresses between different data items accessed can spatially distant from each other. The end result can be low efficiency or inability in reducing the tree into a single request. Therefore, in order to coalesce the memory accesses highly efficiently, we partition the address space and further optimize the memory accesses using concurrent coalescing logic to increase its overall efficacy.
Following this methodology, the tasks of dynamic memory coalescing are assigned to different and independent threads based on the address of memory requests. As shown in Figure 6 , each thread will construct its own local tree and perform the necessary coalescing per the aforementioned logic. For thread 0 to thread N, each thread will only handle these addresses that fall within their assigned HMC address space partition and insert these addresses into their local trees, increasing the chance and efficiency of coalescing memory requests. We use an example to illustrate this methodology.
For instance, assume 8 requests need to be coalesced by the DMC unit, as shown in Table 1 . For a single DMC unit, it will build a serial coalescing tree that contains all requests, as shown in the left part of Figure 7 . In this way, when generating the HMC requests following the aforementioned tree logic, request 4 and 7 will be coalesced into one HMC read request, and request 3 and 8 will be reduced into one HMC write request. However, all the other requests cannot be coalesced, which will generate 6 HMC requests in total. With a concurrent DMC methodology, suppose Figure 7 : Example of concurrent DMC thread 0 is responsible for coalescing the requests with the base address between 0x00000000 and 0x0FFFFFFF. Similarly thread 1 will coalesce the requests with the base address between 0x10000000 and 0x1FFFFFFF. Then, the concurrent coalescing tree will be built as shown in the right side of Figure 7 . Afterwards, according to the tree logic, thread 0 will coalesce requests 3, 6, 8 into one HMC write request and one HMC read request. Similarly, the thread 1 will build one HMC read request from requests 1, 4, 7 and one HMC write request. Therefore, the concurrent DMC methodology will generate only 4 HMC requests in total, with a reduction of two requests compared against the case of a single DMC unit with generating 6 HMC requests.
We design two different concurrent coalescing algorithms for the concurrent DMC methodology, a address partitioned algorithm (APA) and a work partitioned algorithm (WPA). Each algorithm maintains the aforementioned DMC components, memory coalescing tree model and coalescing tree logic. In order to ensure correct behavior in the concurrent coalescing algorithms of the DMC microcode, we restrict each of the global variables utilized by the coalescing functions to remain thread private prior to entering the parallel code region. Each of the parallel threads is also forced to maintain its own file pointer within the driver infrastructure such that multiple threads may make independent and asynchronous forward progress. In addition to the variables required for the microcode core, we also create copies of the timing and statistics variables for each individual thread. This enables us to record and tune the efficacy of individual microcode threads as they coalesce memory requests from different application workloads. These two concurrent coalescing algorithms are discussed in detail below.
Address Partitioned Algorithm
As shown in the algorithm 1, in the partitioned address algorithm (APA), the base address of each request is utilized to determine whether the respective thread will insert the request into its tree. The logic utilizes the respective thread ID (TID) combined with the following condition to make the determination:
As shown above, the addr represents the target address of the respective request and α represents the total addressing space divided by the N, the number of threads in the execu- For example, suppose we utilize N =16 threads in the execution context, α is 0x01000000 and there are eight requests to be inserted as shown in the Table 1 . The OP column represents the respective operation of the requests, where RD is a read request and WR is a write request. In this manner, RD8 would represent an 8-byte read request and WR16 would represent a 16-byte write request.
In this example, thread 0 would be responsible for the address space falling between 0x00000000 and 0x0FFFFFFF. Similarly, thread 1 would be responsible for the address space falling between 0x10000000 and 0x1FFFFFFF. An example of inserting these aforementioned requests as listed in Table 1 is shown in Figure 8 .
During the concurrent coalescing, threads do not block or wait for each other. Rather, they continue processing the incoming requests delivered by the driver. This process will continue iterating until all requests have been received by the DMC unit, which implies that each thread in the execution context will read and process each incoming memory request.
The final stage of the algorithm requires an explicit barrier in order to ensure that all threads have completed their respective processing and all the potential memory requests have been flushed to the equivalent HMC requests. We also implement a single data reduction for the purpose of collecting the statistical timing and tuning values from each of the parallel threads after processing has been completed.
Work Partitioned Algorithm
The work partitioned algorithm (WPA) assigns the address spaces to the individual thread ranks in a similar manner to the APA approach. However, it also separates the read and write requests. In this algorithm, the thread ranks are also split into two halves. The lower half of the thread ranks handle the read requests and the upper half of the thread ranks handle the write requests. In the following equation, γ represents N divided by 2 and α represents the the size of each partition, which is the quotient of the total addressing space and γ. As shown in Algorithm 2, these threads whose TIDs are greater than or equal to γ only consider the incoming write requests. These threads with TIDs less than γ only consider the read requests. We show this relation in Equations (3) and (4), respectively.
As an example, assume there are sixteen threads utilized in an execution context and α is 0x01000000. Algorithm 2 is utilized to insert these eight requests found in Table  1 . In this manner, thread 0 and thread 1 will only insert the read requests within the address space spanning addresses 0x00000000 to 0x0FFFFFFF and 0x10000000 to 0x1FFFFFFF, respectively. Conversely, threads 8 and 9 will only consider write requests from the address space spanning 0x00000000 to 0x0FFFFFFF and 0x10000000 to 0x1FFFFFFF, respectively. All of these threads will follow the same approach until all requests are inserted, coalesced and subsequently expired to be dispatched to one or more HMC devices. Figure 9 provides an illustration of Algorithm 2.
EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the efficacy of our concurrent DMC design and aforementioned parallel algorithms, we construct two simulated environments that exchange data. The first environment is hosted by the RISC-V Spike functional simulator and is initialized to host a running application. We compile a set of known test cases using the RISC-V GCC compiler port and execute them on the Spike simulator. The application-level simulator generates memory traces which is directed into the second simulator instance via a named pipe. The second simulator instance, also using Spike, executes the microcode and the microcode driver. The DMC microcode driver receives the incoming memory requests, dynamically coalesces them via our methodology described above and outputs a set of statistics that reports the efficacy of the coalescing for the target application.
We utilize a set of four applications that represent dense (linear) memory requests, random memory requests and real application workloads to test the efficacy of our approach. These applications are described as follows:
• High Performance Conjugate Gradient: The HPCG benchmark [18] performs a fixed number of GaussSeidel preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations using double precision (64-bit) floating point arithmetic. This benchmark is designed to represent more traditional high performance computing workloads typically found in large-scale solvers.
• SSCA2 : The SSCA2 benchmark [19] was developed in conjunction with the DARPA High Productivity Computer Systems (HPCS) program as the basis for a non-deterministic graph benchmark. The benchmark is composed of four kernels that operate on a largescale, directed multi-graph.
• STREAM : The STREAM benchmark [20] is designed to measure the sustainable memory bandwidth for contiguous, long-vector memory accesses. It performs a series of four internal benchmarks that represent copying two vectors, vector-scalar multiplication, vectorvector addition and triadic operations with vector-scalar multiplication and vector-vector addition.
• ScatterGather : The final two test cases represent a pathological scatter and gather operation, respectively. Each benchmark initializes two long vectors that represent an index vector and a storage vector. The indices are initialized using random numbers generated from a known polynomial. We execute the concurrent DMC microcode using 2, 4 and 8 threads. Given that the maximum HMC configuration attached to a single socket is currently 8, there is no apparent motivation to drive microcode concurrency beyond 8 parallel units. Further, the chip area required to implement such a parallel execution unit directly in the memory pipeline would outweigh the marginal benefit. For each of the address partitioned algorithm (APA) and the work partitioned algorithm (WPA), we record the number and distribution of incoming memory requests as well as the number and distribution of outgoing HMC requests. We calculate the relative efficiency of the given simulation by dividing the number of coalesced requests by the total number of input requests. The requests of the APA and the WPA approach are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , respectively.
As shown in Figure 10 , the APA approach performs relatively well on the STREAM, scatter and gather tests. The performance and scalability are stable and outperform the lack of coalescing as the thread concurrency scales from 2 to 8. The scatter and gather test case provides particularly good scalability at 8 threads as it coalesces 72.48% of the incoming memory accesses. However, the test cases demonstrating the HPCG and the SSCA2 benchmarks only exhibit slight increases in overall efficiency.
Upon further analysis, we find that the HPCG and SSCA2 tests demonstrate much larger input sets for the aforementioned simulation results. Analyzing the raw request data shows us that individual memory requests generated by these two tests tend to be unique and discrete in spatial address space. As such, they represent a much more difficult memory request pattern than that of the STREAM, scatter and gather test cases.
Similarly, the results of the WPA approach provide nearly identical results. Figure 11 demonstrates that there is little difference between the second and fourth threads and the overall efficiency peaks at roughly 6% for the STREAM, scatter and gather test cases. However, the overall efficiency for the HPCG and the SSCA2 tests demonstrate a slight increase of 0.15% and 0.43%, respectively.
The HMC request distribution of the APA algorithm executing the HPCG benchmark using 2 and 8 threads is illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13 , respectively. As the concurrency scales from 2 to 8 threads, we observed that more HMC requests were generated for the maximum request size of 128-bytes. However, it is also apparent that the majority of the requests were coalesced into smaller 16-byte write requests (WR16). We attribute this behavior to application divergence to perform operations such as constructors, destructors, and system calls.
In addition to the aforementioned results, we present the raw data from the 8 thread simulations of the APA and WPA algorithms in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. In the APA approach, we achieved a maximum efficiency of 72.48% with the scatter and gather tests and the lowest efficiency in the STREAM test of 36.42%. Across all the test cases, we find an average increase in efficiency of 55.17%. Similarly, with the WPA approach, we maximize our efficiency with the scatter and gather tests at 78.86% and our lowest recorded efficiency with the STREAM test at 32.73%. Our average efficiency in the WPA approach is found to be 55.94%. As such, the WPA approach is found to be slightly more efficient across our diverse set of application test cases.
Given that the cost of memory requests are a first order performance bottleneck when accessing main memory, we also take into account the total costs of the HMC requests generated by the concurrent DMC unit. The HMC device architecture has a unique packet request structure for read and write requests that require an additional 32-bytes of control overhead for each memory request, regardless of the memory payload size. As such, the total cost of the HMC requests are calculated by adding the total control overhead and the total data overhead.
We measure the relative cost decrease and present data that represents the proportional decrease in memory request cost scaled from two to eight threads. Figure 14 elicits these results. In the APA approach, the largest overall cost decrease is 17.42% with the scatter and gather test results. Additionally, the minimum cost decrease is associated with the HPCG test with a cost decrease of 0.11%. The average cost decrease across all APA tests is 8.83%.
We also present the cost decrease results with the WPA approach. The total request costs of the scatter and gather tests decreased by 20.21%. However, the SSCA2 test only achieved a cost decrease of 0.25%. The average cost decrease across all WPA tests is 10.04% and, as such, the WPA approach is considered to be more efficient with respect to the overall cost decrease.
RELATED WORK
Given the inherent efficacy of modern data caches, memory coalescing is rarely utilized for core SoC designs. However, the topic about memory coalescing is extremely popular for improving the GPU memory performance. In order to achieve a faster parallel programming in GPU, reads and writes within each warp should be arranged sequentially [21] , and the data is reordered in global memory in such a way that the words read by consecutive threads fall into consecutive address locations [22] . When consecutive threads access consecutive global memory region, then a single transaction may be implemented, and accesses are coalesced. This concept is fairly similar to our approach as implemented with GC64 architecture. Similarly, targeting at the providing a better performance for non-contiguous access pattern of Figure 12 : HMC request distribution with the APA algorithm and two threads. [24] . In addition to analysis of the static transformation approach, additional research has been performed to enhance the coalesced access at runtime. Given that the static approach has been observed to be somewhat restricted to certain classes of applications, additional analysis has been done to optimize the memory accesses that fail to coalesce at runtime [25] . This trend of dynamic memory coalescing helps increase the efficacy of highly concurrent processing systems and will likely increase in popularity as more applications are ported and optimized for heterogeneous architectures.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have presented a new methodology to the core dynamic memory coalescing approach using par- allelized microcode that increases the overall efficacy and scalability of coalescing memory requests designed for one or more hybrid memory cube devices. The two approaches presented form a methodology that provides highly concurrent architectures, such as the GoblinCore-64, the ability to dynamically optimize incoming memory request traffic and make best use of available memory link bandwidth. We demonstrate the approach using several pathological kernels such as vector-scalar multiplication (in STREAM benchmark) and scatter/gather memory requests. We also demonstrate the approach using common application benchmarks in the form of STREAM, HPCG and SSCAv2.
The future direction of the research will focus on the extension of the research based on the architectural direction of the GoblinCore-64 project. The GC64 architecture will be expanded and improved as an open architecture for advanced data analytics. We will continue to utilize and expand our support for the RISC-V ISA and our use of hybrid memory cube devices as main memory. We will also continue to improve the efficacy of the DMC methodology by optimizing the microcode implementing the microcode directly in RISC-V assembly in order to remove as much of the microcode latency as possible.
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